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5.1 Introduction

As discussed in Chapter 1, sexuality education is generally believed to be important because
it supports young people to make informed choices regarding their sexual and reproductive 
health, and teaches them how to avoid contracting HIV (Mueller, Gavin, & Kulkarni, 2008; 
UNAIDS, 2010; UNESCO, 2009). Worldwide, governments have allocated funds for sexuality 
education and HIV prevention programmes, and researchers have become involved in
debates over what type of sexuality education young people need. 

A central topic in this debate is whether sexuality education should focus exclusively 
on promoting abstinence or whether programmes should be more comprehensive (e.g., S. 
Cohen, 2004; Kirby, 2006; Stanger-Hall & Hall, 2011). Abstinence-only sexuality education
programmes usually promote sexuality education based on moral teachings. Such 
programmes consider young people to be ‘innocent’ regarding sex, and marriage as the only 
legitimate context for sexual activity. Supporters of abstinence-only sexuality education 
programmes may fear that discussing sex encourages young people to become sexually active. 
In contrast, supporters of comprehensive sexuality education programmes claim that young 
people are active sexual agents who construct and negotiate their sexuality and, therefore,
need evidence-based information to make well-informed decisions regarding their sexual
and reproductive health and rights (Bhana, 2007a; Greslé-Favier, 2013; Miedema et al., 2011; 
Robinson, 2012). The European Expert Group on Sexuality Education (2016) recently argued
that narrow interpretations of comprehensive sexuality education have downgraded the
meaning of comprehensive sexuality education programmes to the category of abstinence-

“the
and which aims

to support children and young people in their sexual development 
 (WHO & BZgA, 2010, 20). The inclusion of sexual pleasure as part of 

sexuality that is associated with increased contraceptive use and sexual agency, i.e. young 
people’s ability to act in line with their  (McGeeney & Kehily, 
2016; J. M. Wood et al., 2007, 189). 

The tone of these debates suggests that there are sharp contrasts between the content 
delivery of abstinence-only and comprehensive or holistic sexuality education programmes, 
but in practice these programmes are diverse and are not always easily distinguished. 
Nonetheless, research shows that sexuality education and HIV prevention programmes for 

infections when they promote not just abstinence, but also condom use and other forms of 
contraception (B. T. Johnson et al., 2011; Kirby, 2007; Lindberg & Maddow-Zimet, 2012). 

When comparing types of sexuality education programmes, the reported sexual 

Johnson et al., 2011; Kirby, 2007; Lindberg & Maddow-Zimet, 2012). However, such studies
often tend to overlook the fact that young people’s sexual practices are not merely the result 
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of individual, rational considerations, that young people’s perceptions of relationships and 

interpersonal and contextual interaction (Harding, 2007; Quinn, 1992). Depending on these 

The importance of contextual interactions is stressed in several studies which argue 
that sexuality education programmes should address the structural factors that underlie
young people’s HIV-related vulnerability and risk (e.g. Auerbach, Parkhurst, & Cáceres, 2011; 
Gupta et al., 2008; Vanwesenbeeck et al., 2016). For instance, addressing gender and power 
relations through sexuality education can support young people to “understand how gender 

Rogow, & Stines, 2015).
The Ugandan government has been criticised for its abstinence-only policies directed 

at young people on a number of grounds, including that they fail to recognise the multiple 
realities faced by young people, some of whom may already be sexually active (e.g. J. Cohen 
& Tate, 2006; S. Cohen, 2004; Lagone et al., 2014; Okware et al., 2005). This paper explores 
and analyses students’ perceptions of relationships and sexual practices to obtain an
understanding of how students construct and negotiate their sexual agency in the context 
of the abstinence-only messages largely provided in Ugandan secondary schools and at the 
wider community level.

5.1.1 Sexuality Education Programmes in Uganda

Since 2003, the Ugandan government has been implementing an HIV prevention education 
programme in primary and secondary public schools (J. Cohen, 2006). This programme
is known as the Presidential Initiative on AIDS Strategy for Communication to the Youth 
(PIASCY) (Santelli et al., 2013). PIASCY encourages abstinence until marriage, and avoids
the topic of condom use. The government’s promotion of abstinence-only for young people
has been strongly criticised (J. Cohen & Tate, 2006; S. Cohen, 2004; Okware et al., 2005), and 
despite abstinence-only policies and the abstinence-only HIV education programmes being 
implemented by the Ugandan government, there are also more comprehensive sexuality 
education programmes being implemented in Ugandan schools (Vanwesenbeeck et al., 2016). 

The delivery of sexuality education in Ugandan secondary schools varies by school.
Sexuality education can be delivered in a weekly class meeting, through extra-curricular 
clubs or on a weekend day each semester. Elements of sexuality education are also integrated 
into curriculum subjects such as Biology and Religious Education. Extra-curricular clubs
include those associated with the government’s PIASCY programme, the faith-based Youth 
Alive Uganda programme and the more rights- and evidence-based World Starts With Me
and Straight Talk programmes (see Chapter 1 and Chapter 4). 

In addition to the concerns that have been raised about the content of Uganda’s HIV 
prevention strategies directed at young people, critics have recently pointed out that Uganda’s 
funding and policy strategies disproportionately focus on AIDS treatment rather than on
behavioural strategies for reducing HIV transmission (Green et al., 2013; UAC, 2015a). 
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5.2 Methodology
5.2.1 Selection of Participants

Data collection took place in a co-educational secondary day school in the centre of the 
capital city, Kampala, in April and May 2008. The study population comprised 55 students (28

sexuality education programme. In general, participants’ exposure to sexuality education 
appeared limited. Sources of sexual and reproductive health information mentioned 
included external counsellors at school seminars, the website of a local church, and a teenage 
health centre. One male interviewee was a peer educator in an extra-curricular club at the 
time of the interview.

Of a group of 55 students, eight students were interviewed; 45 students participated in 
the focus group discussions; and two students were both interviewed and participated in a 
focus group discussion (see Table 1). The literature suggests that boys in urban areas have an

has been less studied (Nyanzi, Pool, & Kinsman, 2001; Uganda Bureau of Statistics & Macro
International, 2007). Therefore, interviews with boys were expected to elicit more personal

For the purposes of additional data collection, a male and a female student were asked to
participate in an in-depth interview after being in one of the focus group discussions.  

The participants in this study were among the minority of young people in Uganda 
who are able to attend secondary school (Uganda Bureau of Statistics & Macro International, 

participants had more comprehensive knowledge than many of their peers about issues 
such as HIV, AIDS and condom use. Furthermore, they were less likely to have had sexual 
intercourse before the age of 18, and were more likely to have used a condom when having 
sexual intercourse (Ministry of Health Uganda & ORC Macro, 2006).

Table 10. Participants’ background characteristics

Participants per 
method (IDI = in-depth 
interview; FGD = focus 
group discussion)

Sex Form
(S = senior)

Age

IDI B1 Boys S5 18

IDI B2 Boys S5 19

IDI B3 Boys S5 18

IDI B4 Boys S6 19

IDI B5 Boys S4 17

IDI B6 / FGD B2 Boys S5 17

IDI G1 Girls S6 19

IDI G2 Girls S5 16

IDI G3 Girls S4 15
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Participants per 
method (IDI = in-depth 
interview; FGD = focus 
group discussion)

Sex Form
(S = senior)

Age

IDI G4 / FGD G1 Girls S6 18

FGD only girls 1 9 Girls S5-S6 17-19

FGD only girls 2 8 Girls S5-S6 17-18

FGD only boys 1 7 Boys S5 16-18

FGD only boys 2 8 Boys S5 16-18

FGD mixed 1 3 Boys / 4 Girls S4 16-17

FGD mixed 2 4 Boys / 4 Girls S5 16-19

Total 27 Boys / 28 Girls S4-S6 15-19

5.2.2 Data Collection

In their evaluation of a sexuality education programme targeting young people in secondary 

cognitive reasoned action approach (Fishbein & Ajzen, 2010). The present study is related to 
this evaluation but aimed to provide a more in-depth understanding of the evaluation results.
As such, the semi-structured interview and discussion guides were informed by concepts 
derived from the reasoned action approach focusing in on participants’ attitudes, perceived 
norms and perceived behavioural control in relation to the following topics: relationships,
sexual practices, intergenerational sex, transactional sex, having multiple partners and 
practising safe sex. The semi-structured interview and discussion guides were piloted at a 
co-educational secondary day school close to the centre of Kampala.

The topics of intergenerational sex and transactional sex were discussed more in the 
focus group discussions than in the interviews. Based on participants’ answers, more attention
in data collection was given to gender relations in a co-educational school, abstinence, the 
meaning and content of sexuality education, the role of the school and the role and meaning 
of ‘sexual urges’, and less attention was given to sexual harassment.

Six focus group discussions were conducted: two with only boys, two with only girls, 
and two with mixed groups (see Table 1). Each focus group discussion involved seven to 

and guided the discussions. Some participants already knew each other. Both mixed-sex 
and single-sex groups were formed to encourage a broader range of opinions in case the

was noted in discussions of gender, such as gender roles and interactions with the opposite 
sex. Participants in the mixed groups, for example, tended to defend the opposite sex by 
playing down their perceived bad habits. Meanwhile, in one of the girls-only discussions, girl
participants characterised the male note-taker as a ‘typical Ugandan man’, and used him to 
express their frustrations with boys. 
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Both the interviews and the discussions were conducted in English, as English is the 

and focus group discussions lasted on average 93 and 96 minutes, respectively.

included notes on the participants’ attitudes and visual gestures during and after each 

newspaper articles and pictures of, for example, billboard advertisements targeting the sexual
health of young people. Finally, code notes and theoretical notes were made during the data 
analysis.

5.2.3 Ethical Considerations

This study was part of an evaluation of a comprehensive sexuality education programme 
that was approved by the Psychology Ethics Committee (ECP) of Maastricht University. The
principal of the school and all of the participants were asked for their consent to participate
after being informed of the content of the study and the aim and the role of the researcher. 

of the school under study and SchoolNet Uganda, the Ugandan organisation coordinating 
the evaluation, parental consent was not sought. Participants were handed a health referral 
list of youth-friendly health centres in Kampala that they could visit, write to or call if they 

5.2.4 Limitations of the Study

The data were collected in the school compound. Because school regulations do not allow 
students to have relationships or to be sexually active, the responses of the participants may 

practices. Moreover, in response to the setting, participants may have been more likely than 
they would have been otherwise to assert that they are able to resist the pressure to have sex.

5.2.5 Analysis

The interviews and focus group discussions were recorded with a digital voice recorder, 
transcribed verbatim and analysed using Atlas.ti 5.5 software which facilitates the coding 

researchers to use the data collected to identify new concepts and their relationships to the
phenomenon under study through the construction of an inductively derived theory. The 
grounded theory was built up from the data using three types of coding: open, axial and 
selective (A. Strauss & Corbin, 1990).

The analysis began with ‘open coding’ using mainly ‘in vivo’ codes: i.e., concepts 
named after terms used by the participants in the data (A. Strauss & Corbin, 1990). For the 
purposes of methodological triangulation, the interviews and focus group discussions were 
coded separately and compared later. After grouping the concepts, twenty code families 
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relationships and sexual practices or the contextual aspects in which these perceptions were 

capital; (2) the school level — e.g. the school rules and norms; and (3) the wider community 
level — e.g. gender roles, media messages, religion and governmental laws and policies. The

themes: (1) engaging in romantic and transactional relationships; (2) engaging in sexual 

sexual urges.
The following results section presents participants’ perceptions structured according 

embedded in the sociocultural context; second, participants’ perceptions of engaging in 
relationships and sexual practices; and, third, students’ sexual agency as constructed by their 

5.3 Findings
5.3.1 Students’ Access to Sexuality Education Information

Students’ perceptions of relationships and sexual practices were found to be embedded in the
sexuality education information they obtained at school and the wider community level. This
information, which they received from their teachers, parents and health workers, consisted
mainly of abstinence-only and contraceptive-discouraging messages. To complement these 
messages, students appeared to seek information from the media, including pornographic 
movies.

Participants reported that local religious, cultural and societal norms and values are not 
accepting of kissing in public, place a high value on virginity and prescribe abstinence until
marriage. According to the participants, people will assume that young people kissing in
public are also sexually active, and sex before marriage can bring shame, embarrassment 
and curses on the family. Participants also said that their parents warn them that having sex 
will endanger their sexual health and their academic achievement, and that abstinence until 
marriage is taught in church. Participants also indicated that the societal norm of abstinence
can be a barrier to obtaining condoms in health centres, as health counsellors typically refuse
to make condoms available to young people. In addition, health counsellors may provide 
them with information that discourages the use of condoms. For instance, a 17-year-old boy 
in Senior 5 (S5) said that health counsellors told him that condoms are not entirely safe and
that you could still become infected with HIV when using a condom:
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When I went to this teenage centre, they told me you can’t be a hundred percent sure that 

the condom and do not get HIV.

In addition to the information received from these various sources, participants obtained 
most of their sexuality education information from school. School regulations prohibit 
students from having relationships or being sexually active, and signs in the school compound 
read: ‘When you think of fun, don’t think of sex’. The participants reported that at their 
school abstinence was discussed by teachers during school assemblies and by visiting health 
counsellors. According to participants, these discussions about abstinence usually involve 
messages that emphasise the unreliability of condoms and other forms of contraception and 
the risks of sex, including becoming pregnant, contracting HIV or other sexually transmitted 

imprisonment for boys who impregnate girls. Male participants often mentioned the fear 
of being sent to prison as a motivation for abstaining from sexual intercourse because the 

106), makes it illegal for them 
 (Parikh, 2012, 1774).

Despite being surrounded by messages that discourage sex, participants mentioned Western
high school movies and pornography as sources from which Ugandan youth can learn about 
relationships and sexual practices. Participants reported that many people watch pornography, 
including some of their friends. As explained by this 18-year-old male participant in S5: “I 

Nevertheless, 
most of the students expressed negative opinions about pornography. Students felt that 
watching pornography caused sexual arousal and, therefore, could encourage an ‘addiction’ 
to masturbation, such as discussed by the following boys in S5: 

Boy 1: Because pornography is even worse than... […] sex itself. […]

Boy 2: You might get addicted to...

Boy 3: Masturbation.

Boy 2: Yeah, that’s usually the reason... of watching too much pornography.

Boy 1: That’s why I’m saying pornography is worse... than having sex itself.
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5.3.2 Students’ Perceptions of Relationships and Sexual Practices

The compromised sexual and reproductive health information students receive puts them in 

and, on the other hand, they want to engage in relationships and sexual practices. In 
addition, both male and female participants reported experiencing sexual urges which makes 

The regular admonitions of teachers, counsellors and parents to abstain made participants 
aware of the ‘dangers’ of sex and afraid to have sexual intercourse. Participants often expressed
the fear that they might have an unwanted pregnancy or contract HIV if they had sex too 

dependent and that pregnant girls may need to drop out of school. As such, the students 

school. Several participants mentioned the importance of education, as they believed that 

Participants reported feeling pressure to work hard, perform well and avoid being suspended 
from school.

Many participants did not perceive protected sex to be an alternative to abstinence 
because they appeared to think that the risk of getting infected with HIV or becoming 
pregnant when using a condom is still high. For instance, an 18-year-old girl in S6 felt that 
condoms can protect against pregnancies but not against HIV:

But other participants said that if they were to use contraception, they would prefer to
use condoms rather than hormonal contraception, because condoms are easy, cheap and lack 

feared that hormonal contraception could lead to infertility:

Based on their perceptions of contraception, most of the participants said they believe that 
abstinence was the best way for them to stay safe.  

sexual intercourse motivated participants to abstain. In addition, many students believed it 
is better to avoid relationships during secondary school because they believed that constantly 
thinking about a boyfriend or a girlfriend could lead to a loss of focus on study. Also, they 
feared that being in a relationship could lead to having sexual intercourse, especially when 
couples hug or kiss. For instance, one male participant in a discussion with boys and girls in
S4 said that 
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Although many participants believed it is better to avoid relationships during secondary 
school, three boys in S5 aged 17, 18 and 19 years old and one 19-year-old girl in S6 indicated
they were currently involved in a romantic relationship. In addition, several participants were
positive about kissing and having sex, which they mentioned was a way to express themselves
in a relationship or, as indicated by a 19-year-old boy in S5, . With
regard to engaging in sexual practices, many of the participants said they were abstaining, 
although two of the male interviewees in S5, aged 18 and 19 years old, indicated that they had 
had sexual intercourse.

Participants indicated that they believed that secondary school students do not have

rewards that can come through sex, most of the motivations for engaging in sexual practices
mentioned by the participants were related to physical needs or sexual urges, such as 
‘emotions’, ‘instincts’, ‘excitement’, ‘human nature’, ‘high libido’, ‘hormones’, ‘lust’ and ‘desire’. 

or even beyond their control. For instance, one 18-year-old male participant in S5 explained
that he did not recall whether he had used a condom when having sex because sex is 

. His explanation reveals how perceptions of sexual urge can 
be problematic. A similar problematic perception of sexual urges was also present in the 
expressions of other participants who indicated that excitement can cause a person to forget 
the risks of sex, that human nature cannot be controlled, and that boys become easily aroused
by girls wearing short skirts. 

Yet a further problematic perception of sexual urges was found in expressions from 
students who indicated that they intended to abstain but that they were not sure whether 
they would be able to ‘control’ their physical needs until marriage. For instance, one 19-year-
old girl in S6 said she wanted to abstain until marriage, but perhaps she
might have sex while at university. she said. 

to abstain from or refuse sex. These participants mentioned that it is important to have self-
control and to ensure that they do not go beyond hugging and kissing in relationships. As one 
girl in a discussion with boys and girls in S5 put it,

Agreeing on certain 
principles in relationships was cited as a method for preventing intercourse from happening, 
such as ‘hugging only’, and avoiding meeting in places where the couple might be alone or 
where it is dark, because in a dark place. When asked about the
desire for privacy, a male participant in a discussion with boys and girls in S4 noted

situation actually arose remains open. 
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5.3.3 Students’ Sexual Agency: Gender, Age and Financial Capital 

agency was compromised as they indicated there are a limited number of places where 
people their age could go have sex, such as dormitories when they were in boarding school, 
around campus, near night clubs at night and in hostels during the day. Using a hostel could, 

the female participants in a discussion with only girls in S5 and S6 explained how not having 
a private place to have sex could lead to hurried, unprotected sex: 

pregnant. The reason is they were scared when they were doing it. So, the boy was maybe
trying to do it in the hurry, so that they don’t get them!

students’ sexual agency. The Ugandan education system distinguishes between single sex 
and co-educational schools, and day and boarding schools. In the co-educational day school 

sex and exchanged money and gifts in relationships.  

Participants, and especially the girls, said that maintaining a good reputation was very 
important to them. According to one 16-year-old female participant in S5, a girl can be
popular in two ways: the good way is by showing that she is, for example, Christian, ‘humble’, 
‘smart’ and ‘well preserved’ — i.e., a virgin; while the other way is by having a sugar daddy and 
wearing expensive clothes. Some of the female participants claimed that boys often make fun 
of a girl who has had sex by saying that ‘she is cheap’. 

that in Ugandan culture girls who approach boys are considered either cheap or desperate.
However, some of the participants challenged these cultural notions, arguing that they were
outdated, and that girls can approach boys. Furthermore, a female participant in a discussion 
with only girls in S5 and S6 explained how, within these gendered scripts, girls can actively 
encourage boys to approach them:

But sometimes, […] girls do it indirectly. […] being good to the boy all the time, huh? […] 
So she’s trying to communicate […] ‘I, I like you and maybe I love you’, […] but when she 

approach.
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In addition, one 17-year-old male interviewee in S5 described how he appreciated that his 
girlfriend took the initiative to kiss:

it [chuckles a bit]. 

In contrast to girls’, it was noted that having sex could be good for a boy’s reputation, and
that some students commented that ‘virginity is not dignity but lack of opportunity’; that a 
boy is a , or ‘half a man’, if he does not have sex; and that a boy is ‘not styled up’ if he does
not have multiple girlfriends. Several of the participants discussed the strategies boys used to 
persuade girls to have sex with them. For example, they described the practice of ‘hit and run’, 
whereby a boy will break up with a girl after having sex because he has lost interest in her:

It’s very easy to […] hit [leave] a girl when you’ve had sex with her. […] the moment you get 
into that... act, you lose some interest in her […] Now what do I want, eh... anymore from her. 
You get it? (19-year-old male interviewee in S5)

But stories like this also suggest that ‘hit and run’ strategies could actually be the result of 
shyness and of not knowing how to communicate with their partner after they have had 
sexual intercourse. According to an 18-year-old male interviewee in S5:

to buy their girlfriend gifts or take them on dates to show they cared for them. Failure to 
do so would cause them to lose the respect of their girlfriend and their friends. One male 
participant in a discussion with only boys in S5 explained:

down on the free food provided by the school because eating this free food might suggest 
that they came from a poor family. As a boy in S5 described it,

In addition,
the boys mentioned that they can experience shame and inferiority when girls reject them
due to a lack of money:
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Boy 1: Girls, for them already have that ideal that whenever you have a boyfriend, he

her […] whether you go and steal...

Boy 2: Supplementing on this thing, that is, some girls who are now in S6 can’t go for 

these A-level scholars. [They want] high class, campuses, what? Just for the 
money.

Researcher: How does that make you feel?

Boy 1: No, you feel inferior.

Boy 3: It’s like they don’t respect us.

male and female participants described the possibility of transactional sex with older men 
and women. The following discussion with only girls in S5 and S6 shows the interaction
between power relations of gender, age and economic position, and how they exercised 

having accepted gifts and money. Later, they discussed how, after this has happened, girls 
may then adopt an active role in transactional relationships by setting down the terms of the 
relationship.

Girl 1: You just have to expect it. When they tell you ‘Yeah, I want to have sex’, you just 
have to go there if you’ve accepted the terms of the gifts and everything. […]

Girl 2: But they didn’t tell you that... at the beginning [..] after... I don’t know, you’ve 
taken a lot of cash […] then he will tell you what he expects.

Girl 3: They just take you to some secret place. […] So that if someone tells you ‘You 
  can’t escape’, then you have to give it.

 sex], it’s

with this guy, I have to keep on […] getting money from him’, so you also have to
set terms. 
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5.4 Discussion

Uganda to develop an understanding of how students construct and negotiate their sexual
agency. Students’ perceptions of relationships and sexual practices appeared to be strongly 
embedded in local sociocultural and religious norms and values, school regulations, and
national policies and laws that instruct young people to abstain. This abstinence-only 
context limits students’ sexual agency as it prevents them from accessing contraception and 
comprehensive, accurate sexuality education messages. As a result, students experience an 
increased risk of and vulnerability to sexual and reproductive health problems because they 
engage in sexual practices despite their beliefs that condom use cannot prevent them from

practices, such as expulsion from school. 

For instance, due to their age, students may conduct their sexual lives in secret, leading to 
hurried and unprotected sex. Depending on their gender, students may either feel pressured
or discouraged to engage in relationships and sexual practices. Also, economic motives may 
encourage some students to engage in transactional, intergenerational relationships.

Another factor found to be limiting students’ sexual agency was the dominant 
sociocultural construction of sexual practices as an inescapable sexual urge over which 
students have little control (Kippax & Stephenson, 2005). Findings from other studies on 

is to control their biological urges (Iyer & Aggleton, 2013; Kibombo, Neema, Moore, & 

in controlling sexual desire and advise them to avoid practices perceived as likely to lead to 
sexual intercourse, emphasising that students need to control their sexual urges seems to 

The students in this study were not well informed about the use and reliability of 
contraception, felt pressured to conform to adverse gender norms, and did not know how to 

in Uganda may value comprehensive sexuality education that takes into account the needs 
of those who are sexually active and which provides reliable information about sex or teaches 
young people the skills needed to construct and negotiate their sexuality, handle relationships
and have safe sex (Greslé-Favier, 2010; Greslé-Favier, 2013). Sexuality education programmes

structural factors underlying their current perceptions, such as gender roles and sociocultural

Findings also suggest that teachers are important gatekeepers of students’ access to
sexual and reproductive health and rights information. Therefore, to increase students’
access to comprehensive and accurate information, it is important to recognise the key role 
played by teachers in the implementation of school-based sexuality education (Robinson, 
2012; UNESCO, 2015).
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Intermezzo 3

Chapter 5 revealed that teachers are important poChapter 55 revealeed that teachers are imp

gatekeepers to students’ knowledge of sexual sexual gagatekeepep rs to students’ knowleedge of 

and reproductive health and rights to constructurreproducttive health and rights too constru

and negotiate their sexual agency. To improve thee thethed n negegotiate te ththeir sexsexuaxual agengencyncy. To io impmprove t

implementation of school-based sexuality education, ummplementtation of school-based sexuuality edu

needed further understanding. To examine whether heed furtherr understtanding. TTo examiine wheth

the need to understand the role of teachers wass waswasthe ne needeed to o undnderstatand d the re role ole of teteachachers w

shared by Ugandan stakeholders, and to sharpenshhared by Ugandaan stakehholders, aand to s

the research questions addressing teachers’ role, arole, atthe re reseasearch qch quesuestionsons adaddressressingng teaceachersers’ role

feasibility study was conducted in 2010, as discussedbility studdy was conducted iin 2010, aas discuss

in Chapter 2. The feasibility study included the inin CChaptepter 2r 2. TheThe fee feasibisibilityity studtudyy includluded

observation of teacher training for secondary school obbservatioon of teaccher trainning for seecondary

teachers: a refresher course for sexuality educators.chchersers: a refrefresresher cocoursurse for sr sex ty ed

Nalule is a secondary school teacher whoNalule is a secoondary s

attended this refresher course. She decided to share atttended ththis refresher cou

her personal testimony with the other teachersheer personal testiimony w

present about how she grew up fearing that she wasennt about how she 

HIV-positive and how she had wished that she could-ppositive and how sp

have shared these fears with her teachers.haave shareed these f

Personal Testimony
A personal testimony from Nalule Patriciaperso

(pseudonym) during a four-day WSWM refresher pseudonym

course for teachers organised by SchoolNet Uganda,cocoursurse for for teac

1 May 2010:2

Nalule:aa “I just want to share with you what it feels like j

to be going through some of the challenges we are tto be be goin

handling in the World Starts With Me curriculum. So…in

I’m going to take you through a life of a once sexually I’m g

abused young girl. So that when you’re handling these

students, you are in place to know about how it feels to 

have been sexually abused. 

You know, all the teachers we are having here, I

understand, are secondary school teachers. Yet, most

of the sexually abused girls are in a primary [school], 

before… most these children are sexually abused or 

are made subject before they even make five years.

So, some start schooling when they’ve already gone

through that experience. Yet, when we come to

secondary, in most cases, the things we give them are

self-defence… skills. So you are here, giving someone 

self-defence skills when she has already been done 

what? Abused. And… to be… sincere, the experience 

of being sexually assaulted never leaves the person

who has been done what? Assaulted. It lives with that 

person forever unless… she receives… help. 

So this happened once, one time… you know, 

and the most hardening bit of it all, is this… is these 

children are assaulted by the people they trust. That

is what hurts most, and it is what makes it unbearable,

someone being assaulted by a person he trusted! The 

uncles… and these other, the brothers… you see… thee

world through an experience. Mmm… and given the m… a givenven the 

nature of our culture, where women are not supposed men are noot suppose

to talk about such things, you know, even when youow, eveneven wn when yn youou

try to come in the open, to share how it feels, peoplew it feels, pp

will be wondering: ‘Eh, now this lady, isn’t she herself will be wonder ng: Eh, now this dy, isnisn’t sheshe hersherself lf 

ashamed?’ No, I’m not ashamed. […] eed?’ No, II’m not asshamed. [[…

personal testimonyal tppeperersrsoonanal
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Personal testimony

So, it all started when I […] was taken 

somewhere… for holiday. I was very young! [speaks 

a bit indignantly] In Primary 1, or around there. So, 

there was this uncle of mine, whom I loved very much!

[speaks a bit indignantly] We were kind of very close, 

huh? So, it sort of came that we lost someone and the

grannies went for a what? For a burial, they attended a

burial ceremony. We were left home with that beloved 

uncle of mine and my brother [claps hands to emphasise 

words]. So, it so happened that during the night… ah!

[…] So I’m kind of suffer, separately, I was afraid to 

tell the grannies when they came back [claps hands to

emphasise words]. […] I used to cry, I felt useless. […] 

So, I went back to school, but life was never the same

again. […] So at school, I was a very changed person.

The teachers could not understand me. But again, they 

also did little to help me. You know, that cases where

children need help, but they cannot seek for it. But it’s

the work of the teacher to try to reach out to… them! I

could feel very alone, I always used to cry [claps hands 

to emphasise words] […] 

When I joined secondary, that’s when I started 

hearing of things like STIs, AIDS… what, what? And 

when we were being told about the ways through which 

HIV can enter the body, I heard: Sexual relations. Uh! I 

started… getting worried. So… you see, when it came me 

to some of these body changes, the developments,t

when I went through one body change, I was like…like…

I was so scared, I was now started thinking that I had t

started rotting, huh? Now what is this coming out of edd rotting, huh? Now what iss this comming out t fof

me? I was so scared to ask my… mum, I was so scared wwas so scaared to assk my… mmum, I waas so scareed

to ask other people. At school, some things were noto ask otherr people. At schoool, some tthings weere

talked about of course. So, there I was… When it came allked abouut of coursse. So, theere I was…… When it c

to these other things of HIV, STIs, and all that, you esse other tthings of f HIV, STIIs, and alll that, yoo

know, I was like: What if I had contracted the what?know, w, I wI was likeike: We: What ift if I f I had cocontontracteded ththe whahat?t?

The virus. My brain picked it, and the body did what?he virus. MMy brain ppicked it, and the body did w

The body responded. […] So, but since I heard thatThThe be body ry respespondedded. [d. […] SoSo, b, but sinsince ce I heareard td that

whenever you were having itching, you experience vver you wwere havving itchiing, you experiencc

itching, […] than that is the sign of what? STD. Thenititchinghing, [… […] thathan thn that ist is thethe sign ign of wof what?hat? STDSTD. ThThenen

here I was wondering: Since the other time, I have never ere I was wwonderingg: Since the other timme, I havee

had any more sexual relations, now why is it that I’mhahad and any my more sre sexuaxual relrelationtions, n, now ww why ihy is it tit that Iat I’mm

also experiencing these things? I must have contracted xpperiencing these thhings? I mmust have contractee

the virus. You see? How separately suffering one canththe vie virus. Ys Youou see? He? HowHow sepaeparatrately suy sufferffering og onene can

be once assaulted. So, I feared I had to seek what? So, I feareed I had to seek wh

Treatment! I was like: How can I go to a clinic? How ow can I ggo to a cllinic? Howw

will the nurse look at me as young as I am being thereas youngng as as I am bm beineing therherere

with an STI? How can I start telling my mum that I’ve elling myy mum thaa

contracted this? She will automatically ask me where Imaticallyally askask me wme wherhere I

got it from. So, I did not go for… treatment. e

I joined the secondary. My mum was given a My mumum wm was gs givenven a a

transfer. Senior 2: She took me to a boarding school.me to a booarding scc

But because I had so many things going on in my life, ngs goingoing onon in min my lify lifee, 

I never enjoyed life at school. […] I developed some] I develooped somme

things. […] I developed spots, huh? They are blisters,  huh? ThTheyey are ble blisteisters, 

huh? After they formed… after they broke, they formed r they brokke, they foo

some kind of… Yeah. Now, I was alarmed. I was very w, I was alalarmed. d II was verry 

sure that I had contracted what? HIV. So, I stopped ed what? HIV. So, I stoppeed

putting on short sleeved, what? Blouses. Though it was ved, what? Blouses. Though h it

the mode of dressing. O-level, short-sleeved shirts. Ig. O-level, short-sleeved shhir

could put on a sweater. Morning, evening. [hits table to weater. Moorning, evvening. [hits table tto

emphasise words] […] I could not go to the bathroom] [s] […] I coould not gggo to the bathroomm

with my friends. So the students were like: ‘Uh, why is nds. So thhe studennts were llike: ‘Uh, ww

this girl ever hiding?! Why doesn’t she want to bathe ever hr hiding?ng?! W! Why dodoesnesn’t sheshe wawant to to babat

with us?’ […] And it was very itching. […] So, I was very ?’ […] Andd it was veery itchingg. […] So,, I was verry

sure now, I have AIDS. […] now, I ave AID […] w, I have AIDS. […]

I grew thinner and thinner by each passing day. ww thinner and thinnner by eacch passingg

[…] I lost all interest in studies, students were ever… I lost ast all intinteresrest in sin studiudies, sts, studeudents wts wereere everver…… […] I lo

and let me tell you people about… I would like tome tell yyou peopple about… I wouuld like ttt 

comment something about this ‘talking compounds’. mment sot somemethinging ababout tht thisis ‘talkinlking cg compompoundunds’. comcomm

You see those things, these people need a break, u see thoose thinggs, these people need a bbu

because when they go to hospital, yeah, they are givenuse we when ththeyey go to hto hoshospital, yal yeayeah, theyhey ay are giveivennbbecause

the facts: AIDS kills. It’s true. But at school, at least, […] ts: AIDS killls. It’s truue. But at sschool, att least, [……]ts

whenever they are walking, you see as if a grave, you are enever ththey are walklking, youu see as if aif a grave, youwhh

stepping in a graveyard. So, when you know AIDS kills pping in aa graveyaard. So, whhen you kknow AIDDSep

[claps hands to emphasise word]. AIDS does this. You hands to eemphasisee word]. AAIDS does this. Yoou[claps h

know, you kind of get… each time you feel the heart yyou kind ofof get… eeach time ye you feel the hearrt know, y

skipping a bit. […] So when you are in that situation,pping a bit. […] Soo when you are in that situuaip

the word AIDS comes… so much to your brains, I don’t word AIDAIDSDS comesmes…… so mumuchch to youour br brains, Is, I do dohethe w

know why. You know, that statements there, that kind why. You kknow, that statemeents theree, that kinndw

of information in those ‘talking compounds’ is rarely formamation in in thn those ‘e talktalking cg compompoundunds  is’ is rarearely yofof infor

read by people who think themselves free. It is so much d by peopple who thhink themmselves freee. It is so a

seen by those people who think they are sick and thosen by thosthose pee peopleple whowho thinthink thk they ary are sic sick andand thothoseseeseen by

who already know they are sick. […]eady knoww they aree sick. […]re

So, reaching Senior 4, I did not perform to theSo, reo, reachaching Sg Senioenior 4, 4, I diddid not not perfperform rm to to theS

expectation, even teachers did not know me. I could pectation,, even teaachers did not knoow me. I p

sleep, I could lock myself in the dormitory, I could do…p I coucould loclock mk myself elf in thn the dordormitmitory, I y I coucould do…do…slesleep, I 
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Intermezzo 3

I had no peace. I was very, very bitter at men. I hated I hated I hhad no pepeace. I waas very, v yery bitterr at men.

male teachers. […] I hated my father, my biologicaltteachers. […] I haated my ffather, mymy biologi

father. I hated him! So much! I hated my brothers, […] s, […]herher. I h. I hated hed himhim! So mo mucmuch! I hahatedted my by brotrothers, [

So that was the kind of life I lived. […] Soo that wass the kindd of life I liived. […] 

So, Senior 6 again, [claps hands to emphasise phasise se So, So, SenSenior 6 r 6 agaagain, [c, [claplaps hanhands tds to emempha

words] I had no time to study. I saw so low use in thets]] I had noo time to study. I ssaw so low use in t

study, why should I study when I did not have a future? future? re?sstudyudy, whywhy shoshould Iuld I studtudy why when I en I did nid not hat have ave a futu

[…] I always went to school because there was no way ……] I alwayys went too school bbecause tthere was 

I could tell my parent that, what? I won’t go. And… I And I… I II coulould ted tell mymy parparent tnt thathat, whatwhat? I? I won’ton’t gogo. And

could not get married because I never wanted to get gd not get mmarried bbecause I never waanted to g

married […]. So, it was like I had no option. I had to had to tommarrarried […d [ ]…]. So, it it wawas like ike I haI had nono opoption. In I ha

read, to pass through school. […] you know, my self-mreead, to paass througgh schooll. […] youu know, m

esteem was totally injured. It was zero-level. If they theemm was tot ttally injuj red. It was zero-lelevel. If th

were walking, I could not walk in the street, I could feel wwalking, I could nott walk in tthe streett, I could f

all eyes on me. I could imagine all people talking about allll eyes on me. I coulld imagine all peopple talking

me. So I lived in that kind of life. […] You know, some mme. So I livved in thaat kind of life. […] You know

teachers, I don’t, I don’t understand, we’re… teachersheers, I don’t, I don’t understa

sometimes, we’re so unethical and unprofessional. metimes, wee’re so unethical 

You know, they could talk! Teachers can talk! In thatYoou know, they couuld talk! T

staffroom of theirs! Yeah. Yeah, it was very… So… at ststaffaffroom om of of theirsirs! YeYeah. Ye

last, I had given up on life by the way, the only thing I had givenn up on lif

was waiting for was… my dying day.was waiting for was… ms waitin for was

It was like… one time I was listening to awwas like…

certain pastor, she, he was like… New Year’s message. certairtain pan pastor,tor, she,

Preaching. I first listened, it was a song… […] So I washhing. I firs

kind of listening to music, to a certain song by a certainkkindnd of listlistenin

artist that was like: [sings a part of the Ugandan song]. rrtist that 

So I was like, hmm, if I am to live a normal life, evenI wI was

if… Now… being a woman, the thought of having a N

baby… I wanted to have a baby, but how was I going to bab b

get one? […] The only way through was to get what?ge

Married. Now… I was like, now, I’m sick, how am I goingrie

to have a baby? The baby is also going to be… sick. […]av

So I was getting more confused by each passing what? So

Each passing day. So when I heard that song, it came toEa

my mind. That when a man comes, he is going to tell 

me to go for testing, we go to the pastors… we go to 

the…? Parents. There I was. And when I was listening, h

it was lunch hour fellowship kind of. He was, the pastor it

was like: ‘This year we finally make any results come, 

you must know your what?’ [claps hands to emphasise phasise 

words] ‘Go! Go and get tested! If you are found e

negative, thank God. If you are found positive, life stillfe stilltillyou are found positive, life s

has to go on. We shall start with you, we shall cry with

you, we shall give you the support needed. That does

not mean that being sick is the end of the world.’

I somehow gained the courage from these words. 

You know what I did? I went… I bought, I went to a u know

certain nursing home, found there people that were eertain nur

being counselled. I asked the lab attendant: ‘Can Ibbeing ing coucounsell

have a blood test?’ […] I told her I want an HIV blood  blood tes

test. She was like: ‘Have you been counselled?’ I told tetest Sst. She we was l

her I haven’t been counselled and I don’t want to be… eer I haven

counselled. I just want to know my status. […] I gavecounsenselle

her the money, she took the test. […] So when the lady e

gave me the results, they… She told me I am negative,

and I went back home, but I could not believe! If I 

were negative, how about this? How about with this?

[pointing at physical signs of HIV on her body] How 

about this? And the unexplained weight loss? All

those things. Hm-mm, I went back, told my mum, I’ve 

been for a test and the lady says I’m negative. And my 

mum, like, was like: ‘Those private clinics sometimes 

give false results!’ […] I went to AIC, had my blood 

checked, they told me: ‘You’re… you’re negative.’ Hm! 

I was like… I took tests around town! […] I took like… 

I cannot count… I took so many tests, and I was kind 

of… relieved. 

Eh… in a… and in no time I had started being 

lively, people… you see, you know, I put on weight,

I forgave the person… […] So, but it is what? I… I 

wanted to bring to your notes that there are people 

who are suffering. Who think themselves to be sick 

because they either lost parents… they were raped…

they once shared some… they are suffering silently,

yet, they cannot come to you. Because… if someone

had taken a stake to come to me, maybe I would have 

done what? And I would have lived a very different erent

life.”
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Personal testimony

Conclusion
Nalule’s testimony was important because it showed

the impact that sexuality education messages 

can have on young people and their needs for 

comprehensive, accurate information and skills that

are not based on fear: not only messages focused 

on prevention but also on cure. She felt that the

sexuality education messages she received at school

had actually increased her fears rather than helped 

her to overcome them.

Building on the literature discussed in Chapter 

1, Nalule’s testimony highlighted various aspects

that are important for understanding teachers’ roles

in the provision of sexuality education. Although

these aspects are intertwined, they are separately 

discussed in the following results chapters. First, she

describes a culture in which young people are not 

supposed to be sexually active and, as such, have 

information and services. This role of cultural values 

and beliefs in the provision of sexuality education 

is discussed in Chapter 6. Second, Nalule describes 

she was of the opinion that counselling students was

part of their role as teachers. The role of teachers’ 

professional identity is discussed in Chapter 7 7 

and Chapter 9. Lastly, I interpreted that Nalule’s e’

personal experiences had strengthened her intrinsic ntr

motivation to teach sexuality education because it au

helped her to empathise with young people and their d her to emmpathise with youung peoplle and theei

needs for sexuality education. Accordingly, Chapter s for sexuaality educcation. Accordinglg y,y, Chaptp er

8 examines the role of teachers’ personal experiences eexaminess the role of teacheers’ personal experri

and how they motivate the content of teachers’anand d how tw thehey momotivativate ththe e contentent nt of teateachachers’

sexuality education messages.ity educattion messs
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